Abstract-Recently, many large organizations have multiple data sources (MDS') distributed over different branches of an interstate company. Local patterns analysis has become an effective strategy for MDS mining in national and international organizations. It consists of mining different datasets in order to obtain frequent patterns, which are forwarded to a centralized place for global pattern analysis. Various synthesizing models [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 26] have been proposed to build global patterns from the forwarded patterns. It is desired that the synthesized rules from such forwarded patterns must closely match with the mono-mining results (i.e., the results that would be obtained if all of the databases are put together and mining has been done). When the pattern is present in the site, but fails to satisfy the minimum support threshold value, it is not allowed to take part in the pattern synthesizing process. Therefore, this process can lose some interesting patterns, which can help the decider to make the right decision. In such situations we propose the application of a probabilistic model in the synthesizing process. An adequate choice for a probabilistic model can improve the quality of patterns that have been discovered. In this paper, we perform a comprehensive study on various probabilistic models that can be applied in the synthesizing process and we choose and improve one of them that works to ameliorate the synthesizing results. Finally, some experiments are presented in public database in order to improve the efficiency of our proposed synthesizing method.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the increasing use of multi-databases technology, such as computer communication networks, and distributed, federated, and homogeneous multi-databases systems, has led to the development of many multi-databases systems for real world applications. For decision-making, large organizations need to mine their multiple databases that are distributed in several branches.
To mine multi-databases, the traditional method called the mono-database mining, can be applied. It consists of putting all of the date from multiple databases together in order to create a huge database.
However, there are various problems with this approach, such as performance, data privacy, data distribution loss, and the destruction of useful patterns. In this paper, we use the word "pattern" for indicating the itemset.
To address these problems, new multi-databases mining has been recently recognized as an important area of research in data mining. It can be defined as a process of mining multiple heterogeneous databases and discovering novel and useful patterns. It consists of mining the local databases of the company and where the local patterns that have been discovered are then transferred and analyzed in the central site, which can be the centralized company headquarters, in order to discover the global patterns.
Unlike with the mono-mining process, the multi-databases mining process provides significant advantages like (1) it captures the data source individually (2) there is less data movement when data volumes is important at different sites (3) it provides data privacy (4) it is less expensive when huge data is distributed at various sites.
The local patterns analysis approach is probably the most used in the process of MDS mining. Furthermore, many works [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 26] have been proposed to improve the global synthesizing process. Their principles are to analyze the local frequent patterns at different sites, in order to discover other new and useful patterns. Indeed, to capture some global trends, these approaches are based on the linear equation, which includes the weight of the sites and the support of the patterns. The notion of the data source weight has been largely studied in data mining literature [2, 3, 12] . Inversely, a few studies address the problem of estimating the support of infrequent patterns in the synthesizing global pattern process. When the pattern fails to acquire the minimum support threshold value in a site S1, it effectively vanishes in terms of frequency and is not able to take part in the synthesizing process. In such circumstances, this does not imply that the pattern is not present at all, because the pattern may have some significance in the site with a support value between 0 and the minimum amount of support that is required.
However, to make the participation of those patterns and improve the synthesized results, the authors in [1] introduced a correction factor in the Synthesizing process, in order to save some interesting patterns and obtain the same results with the mono-mining process. A correction factor of "h" is applied to the infrequent patterns, in order to improve their support. The value of "h" is determined by doing a lot of algorithm executions in the same databases and by comparing the results of multi-database mining with mono-database mining algorithms. When the mean error is small between the two results, the authors chose the optimum value of "h." They found that with h=0.5 the results converge with the mono-mining result. If we execute this algorithm in other databases, we must recalculate the novel optimum value of "h." In addition, this algorithm needs to extract the patterns in the mono-mining process in order to calculate the mean error between the synthesized value and the mono-mining result, which consumes the time computation of frequent pattern.
Additionally, the authors in [19] defined a formula for identifying the factor "h". They used two constraints, which are the types of data sources and the lower level of pattern frequencies that are used in order to converge with the mono-mining results, which can improve the work in [1] . However, the data distribution is random and the application of the formula in [19] can fail. To address this problem, we propose in this paper the application a suitable probabilistic model in the synthesizing process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present related work.
Section 3 explains the theoretical model of synthesized process. Performed experiments are showed in section 4. Finally, section 5 brings some conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
Association rule mining is a very important research topic in the data-mining field. Finding association rules is typically done in two steps: discovering frequent itemsets and generating association rules. The second step is rather straightforward, and the first step dominates the processing time. A number of efficient association rule mining algorithms have been proposed in the recent years. Among these, the Apriori algorithm by Agrawal [23] has been very influential. After it was introduced, many scholars have improved and optimized the Apriori algorithm and have presented new algorithms like FP-Growth [24] , Close [25] , etc. We can classify these algorithms according to the exact and approximate algorithms, which are represented by the probabilistic models.
In this section we present some works on the probabilistic models that reduce the time and space complexity issues. In the data mining literature, we found two classes of probabilistic models applied in the association rules algorithms on datasets. Some of these are based on the database transactions as random sampling and the Chow-Liu Tree Model [22] and others are based on subsets of itemsets, such as the independence model, the itemset inclusion-exclusion model [12, 13] , Bonferroni Inequalities Model [14] , and maximum entropy method [9, 18, 21] . In this paper, we introduce and study the probabilistic models that are based on the frequent itemsets.
The independence model is a probabilistic model that is based on the independence between events that are represented by itemsets in data mining. Thus, the estimated itemset support is calculated by the product of all it subsets itemsets.
Let R a binary data, and φ P A 1 , where A is the value of i th itemset, the probability φ is obtained directly from the data by the following formula: φ /n where is the number of 1 for the itemset i, and n is the number of all transactions. The estimate of the support of the itemset that have the length upper than two is calculated by the product of each probability item that is present in the request (the estimated itemset). It is important to note that the estimate of can be obtained offline by the Apriori algorithm, for example, before the actual query is sought. However, the independence model is simple and widely used in commercial systems for query selectivity estimation [10] . This is because in commercial systems the amount of data is often sparse with a high degree of independency. The independence model gives acceptable results if the data is independent. Unfortunately, this is not the case in difficult contexts where the data is related in databases like dense databases, where the quality of estimated itemsets may be poor.
In addition, the authors in [12] implemented the inclusion-exclusion model for estimating the itemsets support. However the authors in [9] used a sparse data structure called, ADTree, to store itemsets in less space comparing with the independence model. [12] . All frequent itemsets are stored and indexed in the ADTree structure after they apply a recursive procedure that implements the inclusion-exclusion model [12, 13] .
Itemset inclusion-exclusion model provides deduction rules for estimating the itemset support from all of its subsets support. The complexity of the model with the inclusion-exclusion ADTrees structure is O(2 ) time and ∑ memory space, where n is the query (Q) size, N is the number of itemsets and n j is the size of j th itemset. We note that the query Q is the estimated itemset. We can use the itemset inclusion-exclusion model as a probabilistic model to estimate the local itemset support. Unlike independence model, the itemset inclusion-exclusion model is easy to implement and it can handle the independent and dependent frequent itemsets. It can also build the condensed representation of frequent itemsets, such as non-derivable itemsets [20] . The itemset inclusion-exclusion model provides an estimate quality in a very short amount of time, but it needs space memory to store the large number of itemsets in the ADTree. However, the application of this method requires knowing the support of all of it subsets, which is impossible to find out in the local patterns analysis process where we have only limited subsets.
The Bonferroni inequalities model [14] is the extension of the itemset inclusion-exclusion model. This approach is based on a family of combinatorial inequalities. In their original form, the inequalities, which are called Bonferroni inequalities, require that we know the support for all of the itemsets up to a given size. The authors in [14] addressed this problem by using the inequalities recursively to estimate the support for the missing itemsets. The Bonferroni inequalities model is a method of obtaining bounds for supporting database queries based on the frequent itemsets support discovered by data mining algorithms, like the Apriori algorithm by generalizing the Bonferroni inequalities model.
The time complexity of the Bonferroni Inequalities Model is Ο * 2 where S is the number of itemsets that have values of support less than minimum support and n is the query size. The use of the Bonferroni inequalities model in multi-database mining is good to use for estimating the local pattern. In the experimental evaluation in [14] the authors concluded that the bounds provided useful approximations. However, this method provided a significant number of trivial bounds, since its lower limits are greater than 0 and its upper bounds are less than the minimum support.
Nonetheless, a very important question can be asked in this context, which is, "What is the quality level of the estimate obtained by probabilistic models?" The authors in [9, 18, 21] addressed this problem using the maximum entropy method in order to estimate the support of itemsets.
The maximum entropy method is then used to select a unique probability distribution of from the set of all plausible distributions that satisfy the constraints. is the probability distribution of the query Q (the estimated itemset) that contains the itemset x . If the constraints are consistent, then the target distribution is unique [15] and can be determined by using an algorithm known as the iterative scaling algorithm [11] . The constraint generated by itemsets is consistent by definition, since the empirical distribution of the data satisfies them.
The maximum entropy method is defined as follows: (1) frequent itemsets are known offline; (2) a query is then posed in real-time (estimated itemset); and (3) a joint probability distribution for the query variables is then estimated based on the frequent itemsets. The complexity of this model in memory space is ∑ and in time is ²2 , where n is the query size, N is the number of itemsets, and n j is the size of the j th itemset.
The maximum entropy method is defined as a measure of probability distributions. It allows estimating the support of an unknown itemset from the frequency of some known sub-itemsets.
We can assume that making an estimation of the selective queries by using the maximum entropy method is more accurate than other models [9] . This approach is more flexible than the independence model since it uses only the itemsets frequency of size 1. However, the maximum entropy method has the worst-case time complexity exponential in terms of the number of query variables [16] . Also, this method has the same memory requirements as the itemset inclusion exclusion model and is more accurate, but it takes longer to produce estimates and it has exponential complexities. To overcome the problem of time complexity the authors in [18] have proposed the use of the bucket elimination technique and the clique tree method by making an experimental comparison between these two methods in order to reduce the time calculation of support the itemsets. The complexity of this model with using the clique tree method is ∑ in memory space and is 2 in time, where n is the query size, N is the number of itemsets, and n j is the size of the j th itemset.
According to this study, we have proposed an approach based on maximum entropy for the synthesized global patterns with the use of the clique tree method with bucket elimination. The idea is to combine the two techniques together in order to optimize the processing time. In the next section, we present our synthesizing model, which uses maximum entropy.
PROPOSED SYNTHESIZING PROCESS
We are proposing our approach to determine the global itemset support from local itemsets in the process of multi data source mining. Interstate companies often consist of multi-level branches. In this paper we simplify each interstate company as a two-level organization with a centralized company headquarters and multiple branches, as depicted in Fig. 1 . Each branch has its own database.
The proposed estimation process can be achieved in two phases, as shown in Fig. 1 . Input: Set of all frequent itemsets (in the form of joint probability for the distributions), conjunctive query Q. Output : P x : the probability distribution of the query Q that contain the itemset x Algorithm: Choose the itemsets whose variables are all mentioned in x Call the scaling iterative algorithm for estimating P x Return : P x
Intra-Site Processing
In this step we applied an algorithm for discovering the frequent itemsets in all local sites (Level 2). We used the Apriori algorithm [23] to extract the set of frequent itemsets from each data source.
Inter-Site Processing
In this step we recursively applied the maximum entropy method, which estimates the infrequent itemsets at the central level (Level 1), in order to synthesize the global patterns.
The maximum entropy method can be used to define the markov random field (MRF), which is a stochastic process that is used to predict the future. As such, all useful information for predicting the future is contained in the state of this process. It is possible to represent the maximum entropy method as a product of the exponential functions that correspond to the cliques of the model graph H. The idea is to represent the joint probability distribution of frequent itemsets as tree cliques and to then apply the iterative scaling algorithm on this graph with the bucket elimination technique in each cluster of clique tree, which will reduce the time used in the maximum entropy method.
Thus, the application of the maximum entropy method to the query selectivity estimation is carried out in the following three steps:
Step 1. Construct the graph clique tree structure to gather the common distributions.
Step 2. Apply the iterative scaling algorithm as a convergence of maximum entropy solution in order to reduce the complexity estimation.
Step 3. Apply the bucket elimination technique for each clique tree cluster, in order to accelerate the estimation of common factors in the scale. Our contribution for reducing the time complexity consists of combining the clique tree method with the bucket elimination technique by first decomposing the original problem into smaller ones and then processing each clique tree cluster by doing iterative scaling using the bucket elimination technique.
The clique tree method
A clique tree method is an undirected graph G = (V, E), which is a subset of the vertex set C ⊆ V, in such a way that for every two vertices in C, there is an edge (E) connecting together. This is equivalent to affirming that the sub-graph induced by C is complete.
The next paragraph covers how to build a graph clique tree with a set of frequent itemsets. Suppose that for a given query of Q, we have established a set of all itemsets that contain only variables occurring in the query Q. These itemsets define the undirected graphical model H on request variables with nodes corresponding to the query variables . A link connects two nodes if and only if the corresponding variables are mentioned in some itemset [9] .
For example, consider a query on six binary attributes of A1-A6. Assume that there are frequent itemsets corresponding to each single attribute and that the following frequent itemsets are size 2: { A1=1, A2 = 1}, { A2=1, A3 = 1}, {A3=1, A4 = 1}, {A4=1, A6 = 1}, {A3 = 1, A5 = 1} and {A5=1, A6 = 1}. The graphical model H in Fig. 2 shows the interactions between the attributes in this example. We first picked an ordering of the variables in the graph H and imposed triangulated graph in this ordering (i.e., we connected any two parents disconnected from any node [16] ). The triangulated graph H' is given in the Fig. 3 . For the triangulated graph, the joint probability distribution on the variables corresponding to vertices the triangulated graph can be decomposed into the product of probability distributions on the clique intersections. The maximal cliques of the graph are placed into a joint tree (a forest) that shows how cliques interact with each other. The clique tree in the example in Fig.2 is given in the following figure Fig. 4 : Fig. 4 . The clique forest corresponding to the problem in Fig. 2 Thus, the original problem is decomposed into smaller problems that correspond to the cliques of the triangulated graph H'. Every smaller problem can be solved separately by using the iterative scaling algorithm, while the distribution corresponding to the intersection can be found by adding up the corresponding distributions on the cliques. We used the iterative scaling algorithm for estimating the functions that correspond to cliques (joint probabilities) to estimate the support of infrequent itemsets from these functions.
Graduation as a convergence of iterative maximum entropy
The iterative scaling algorithm is well known in statistical literature as an technique which converges to the maximum entropy solution for problems of this general form.
The next paragraph describes how to calculate the probability estimate of . Let the given query be Q. First, we consider only the itemsets whose variables are subsets of . Then denote these subsets by itemsets. It can be shown in [17] that the maximum entropy distribution is:
With ∑ log has the form of product:
Where the constants μ 0 , ..., μ j , ... are estimated from data. Once the constants are estimated as μ j , Equation 2 can be used to estimate any query on the variables of and Q, in particular. The product form of the target distribution contains exactly one factor corresponding to each of the constraints. Factor μ 0 is a normalized constant whose value is found from the condition of:
The coefficients μ j are estimated by iteratively imposing each constraint in (3). The itemset ∈ defines a constraint as . Enforcing the j-th constraint can be carried by adding up all of the variables that are not participating in from and by requiring that the result of this sum equals the true account of for the itemset in the context. The constraint corresponding to the j-th itemset is:
where I (.) is the indicator function.
The iterative scaling algorithm is defined as described below [9] .
The update rules for the parameter that corresponds to the j-th constraint at iteration t are:
Equation 7 calculates the same constraints as in Equation 4 by using the current estimate , which is defined by the estimates of the through Equation 2. Addition is performed for all of the values of the query variables that satisfy the j-th itemset.
The iterative scaling algorithm proceeds in a round-robin fashion to the next constraint at each iteration. It can be shown that this iterative procedure converges to the unique maximum entropy solution provided the constraints on the distribution are consistent.
Detecting the convergence can be determined by various means and the algorithm stops when:
Where 10 indicate the free parameter. 
Bucket elimination
The bucket elimination technique can reduce the high computational complexity of iterative scaling. It accelerates the iterative scaling algorithm and estimates the common factors in the loop when updating factors using the distributive law in Equation 7 . The advantage of this technique is illustrated on a simple example. Consider graph H in Fig. 2 and according to Equation 2 , the maximum entropy distribution is:
Suppose that for the current iteration, we are updating the coefficient μ 56 that corresponds to the itemset {A 5 =1, A 6 =1}. According to our update rule in Equation 7 we need to set the attributes A 5 and A 6 to 1 and sum out the rest of the attributes in . . .
After that we divide the functions μ involved in the computation into Buckets [9] . Each attribute ν defines a separate Bucket. The division factor for Buckets is illustrated as shown below.
After the division of each bucket in the order process we used the following three basic steps that we applied consecutively: (a) multiplied all of the functions of each bucket, (b) required the variable outside of the Bucket, and (c) place the resulting function f into the topmost bucket mentioning any of the variable of f. Using bucket elimination allows us to reduce the number of terms evaluated by a factor of 2:
Thus, the distributive law allows for an efficient execution time of the iterative scaling procedure.
With our approach we used the clique tree methods and applied the bucket elimination technique. As such, the maximum entropy distribution for this example is:
We showed that the number of factors is reduced to 8, as compared with the maximum entropy, which has 13 factors.
We can assume that the complexity of our approach is Ο ∑ in space and is
in time where:
: is the size of the clique tree : is the number of cliques This is less than the complexity of the maximum entropy method, because < and < n , n are the size of the query and N is the number of itemsets.
We have illustrated our approach by using the example that is listed below.
Step 1 : Intra-site processing Let A, B, C, AB, and BC be the frequent itemsets obtained by the Apriori algorithm in the local site. Their support is shown in Table 1 . Step 2: Inter-site processing For estimating the support of infrequent itemsets ABC noted as sup(ABC), we build the clique tree as shown in Fig. 5 . We applied the iterative scaling algorithm in this distribution as follows:
We defined the following factors of:
, , , , 
EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conducted some experiments. We chose a database "mushroom" that is available in: http://fimi.ua.ac.be/data/. The dense dataset contains 8,124 examples with 22 distinct items. For multi-database mining, the database is divided into four datasets, namely S1, S2, S3, and S4, with a transaction population of 2,500, 2,500, 1,624, and 1,500 respectively. With making an estimate of the frequent local patterns by employing factor correction [9] . -With making entropy method for estimate the frequent local patterns. The results obtained by the synthesized global patterns are compared with and without estimation support. They are also compared with the mono-database mining and with entropy estimation as shown in Table 3 . Table 3 contains the number of global frequent itemsets and error means for each method for different values of the minimum support (MinSup).
Error means= ∑ where -n is the number of estimated frequent itemsets.
Error support |global support estimated itemset global support itemset |
Total means error is the average of means error for the estimated itemsets support.
For example, let minsup=50%, the mono-database mining algorithm extracts 6030 frequent global itemsets. With the multi-databases mining algorithm, without make an estimate of local frequent itemsets, we only came up with 211 global frequent itemsets. These 6030-211=5819 patterns emerge as occurring frequently in some of the sites, but not in all. If we take these supports for infrequent itemsets, they will contribute to the global synthesizing process. Unfortunately, with the correction factor estimation [1] this number will be ameliorated because we found 1,370 global frequent itemsets. The number of global frequent itemsets increased by about 1,370-211=1,159 itemsets. However, we had a loss of 6,030-1,370=4,660 global frequent itemsets, which represent about 77% of the frequent global itemsets that are ignored. With maximum entropy method [1] we can estimate 4898 frequent global itemsets, which represent 81% of the frequent global itemsets. We can show that the maximum entropy method gives nearly the same result as the mono-database mining.
The correction factor method gives the total means (0.0846+0.0014+0.0401)/3=0.042, which is higher than (0.0557+0.0214+0.038)/3=0.038 of the maximum entropy method. We can conclude that the support quality in the maximum entropy method is better than others methods.
The times of different approaches are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 6 according to the different values of minsup and the number of estimated itemsets. Table 4 and Figure 6 describe the number of estimated patterns and the time of estimation by different approaches. It is clear that our approach is better than [1] because the mean pattern estimated for our approach is 32 pattern/minute while in [1] is 5 pattern/minute. Our approach is faster than the correction factor algorithm. From the previous results, we note the following items:
-The estimate of the frequent global patterns by the correction factor algorithm gives a good estimate of frequent global patterns, but it is slow and gives only 21% of the frequent global patterns for the mono-mining result.
-With the maximum entropy method, the synthesized results are nearly the same as the mono-mining results. It gives about 78% of the frequent itemsets for the mono-mining result.
We can say that our estimation approach gives a good and fast estimation for a large number of estimated patterns from the frequent patterns that are generated by the Apriori algorithm. 
CONCLUSION
This paper shows a method for synthesizing the global patterns by using a probabilistic model, with the goal of obtaining nearly the same global patterns as the mono-database mining. To achieve this end, we applied the maximum entropy method during the inter-site process and used both clique method and Bucket elimination technique in order to reduce the complexity of the maximum entropy method. The results show that the accuracy of results for the proposed synthesizing process is nearly the same as the mono-mining results.
Future work will be directed toward experiments using real-world datasets and for testing the system in real multi-databases. Also, we will test our approach in benchmark databases and especially in the sparse datasets and in others dense datasets.
